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Benefits:

• The platform provides a significant 
advancement in terms of speed, flexibility, 
and the prospects of using synthetic biology 
for plastid engineering. 

• Enable crop improvement by engineering 
plastids.

• Patent pending.

The Problem:

Traditional chloroplast/plastid engineering relies exclusively on homologous recombination to insert transgenes into the 

plastid genome (plastome) to generate stable transplastomic plants. This a traditional process which is very laborious 

and lengthy.

The Solution: 

Researchers at the University of Tennessee have developed 

a novel approach using episomal constructs designed to function as 

extra-plastomic DNA: small synthetic chloroplast genomes that we call 

“mini-synplastomes.” The platform features plastid specific origin of 

replication (ori) that give the ability of these DNA constructs to be 

stably maintained as small independent synthetic plastomes.

(A) The classical method of 
chloroplast transformation is based 
on the utilization of vectors able to 
integrate into the plastome in a site-
specific manner by homologous 
recombination. 

(B) A new method of chloroplast 
transformation based on the 
utilization of non-integrating 
episomal vectors (minicircle-like 
vectors) equipped with a chloroplast 
origin of replication (ori) able to 
persist as small independent 
synthetic plastomes (mini-
synplastomes). 

INVENTORS

Dr. Scott C. Lenaghan is Assistant Professor in the 

Department of Food Science and adjunct position in 

the Mechanical, Aerospace, and Biomedical 

Engineering (MABE) Department. His research and 

expertise covers engineering biological systems, 

biomaterials, and devices that utilize cutting-edge 

synthetic biology tools and approaches. 

Dr. Neal Stewart is professor of plant sciences, 

holds the Ivan Racheff Chair of Excellence in plant 

molecular genetics and co-director of the 

Tennessee Plant Research Center. The Stewart 

Lab’s research spans plant biotechnology, 

synthetic biology, genomics, and ecology. 
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